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Honor Roll Report
This Guide in Brittany
Is a Real Discovery
Editor Note: There are not many places
in Continental Europe that offer what a
North or South American would call a
destination fishery. But the opportunities
this guide has put together in Brittany
may be an exception. New subscriber
Eric Arbogast filed the report. We are
putting him on our Subscriber Honor
Roll for taking the time to tell the rest of
us what he knows. If you are wondering
where (and what) Brittany is, by the way,
here is a quick overview, according to
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia: “Brittany is a cultural region in the northwest
of France” that has existed over the
years as “an independent kingdom and
then a duchy before being united with
the Kingdom of France in 1532. . . .Brit-

tany has also been referred to as Less,
Lesser or Little Britain (as opposed to
Great Britain). It is bordered by the English Channel to the north, the Celtic Sea
and the Atlantic Ocean to the west, and
the Bay of Biscay to the south. Its land
area is 34,023 km² (13,136 sq mi).”

T

he area in Europe called Brittany
is not well known by most nonEuropean anglers. It has a mild
climate; great open landscapes; and a
rugged, beautiful coastline. The Monts
d’Arrée region just south of the city of
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Morlaix, located in the French Département of Finistère (literally: the End of
The World), has a very Celtic touch to it,
similar to what you would find in Cornwall, Devon, or maybe Ireland, with
moorland, streams, and large bodies of
water. This alone can be reason enough
to visit if you happen to like such scenic
places.
The coastline is a pretty one, with
rocky areas, large estuaries, clean beaches, and clear water, typical for this part
of Western Europe on both sides of the
English Channel. The waters are full of
fish. In that regard, enter Philippe Dolivet, magazine editor turned fly fishing
guide. An English-speaking native of the
region, Philippe specializes in guiding
fly anglers in search of European sea
bass in the salt; salmon, sea trout, and
shad in the rivers; wild brown trout in
the streams; plus pike and stocked rainbow trout in the lakes.
What distinguishes Philippe from
most other guides in this area is his
professional approach and his outstanding equipment: he owns two seaworthy,
trailer-ready inshore skiffs that can take
anglers to most spots along the north
coast and into the big Bay of Brest. His
two well-equipped Irish drift boats can
accommodate anglers eager to fly-fish
in a traditional lough-style manner and
pike anglers interested in pursuing some
of the trophies found locally.
The sea bass fishing in this part
of Brittany can be very good to excellent, with respectable numbers of fish
caught. According to Philippe and other
visiting guests, September and October
is the peak season. When the tides are
right, you will catch numerous fish with
a chance to hook a trophy bass of seven
pounds or more. These sea bass require
an 8 or 9 wt rod. Clouser Minnow-type
flies and unweighted baitfish patterns
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presented on clear intermediate lines
are local favorites. One pattern stole the
show last time I fished with Philippe.
It was a skinny, translucent Gummy
Minnow with a flashy tail, about finger
length, in chartreuse, blue, or no color
accent at all. It mimicked the prevailing
baitfish perfectly and did not foul on
the cast. The best fish I took during my
last visit in August was a very nice fivepounder caught in a deep pass on a fastsinking line. Other ocean species available are pollack and mackerel. Philippe
can provide high-quality equipment
and gear on request. His boat has all
the features you would expect from
a Florida Keys fishing boat, which is
something you do not often see in Europe. Lunch is provided on all his trips.
When ocean conditions are too
rough, or when I prefer to fish for other
species, the close access to freshwater
is much appreciated. Philippe’s boats
are well suited for Drennec Lake,
a man-made reservoir set amid the
Monts d’Arrée. It compares favorably
to most British fishing reservoirs. The
fully finned feral rainbow trout here are
great fun to catch, both on the typical
surface flies, as well as on subsurface
patterns on intermediate or faster sinking lines. The real prize, though, are
the wild brown trout that lurk in the
depths of the lake. Fish over 10 pounds
are caught on occasion, yet fishing
pressure is quite low. The best time to
target larger fish is October and November after the first cold nights, when
“fry feeders” move closer to the banks
and prey on dead floating baitfish,

provoking heart-stopping splashes on
the surface. A 6 wt rod is appropriate
for these larger reservoir trout, while a
smaller rod will provide great fun on
the smaller trout.
Another freshwater option is the
much larger Saint-Michel Lake. This
man-made body of water is populated
with healthy rainbow trout and big
northern pike that will readily take
a fly. Some of the patterns used are
relatively large pike streamers made
of bucktail, craft fur, and flash material in a variety of colors tied on 6/0
to 9/0 pike hooks. A few years back, I
watched another angler catch the largest pike I have ever seen, rivaling any
Alaskan 50-plus-inch trophy (it was
actually much closer to 60 inches). It
surely must have been an exception, but
fish this size attest to the lake’s productivity.
I have not yet had the opportunity
to fish with Philippe for migratory fish
such as Atlantic salmon and shad but
I was told by a number of veteran anglers that the fishing can be quite good
during peak season. The waters are not
very large, yet hold decent numbers of
fish. Sea-run and coastal browns are
available all season long in some of the
local rivers and streams, and they will
hit dry flies on occasion during hatches.
The streams run clean most of the time.
You probably won’t catch any sizeable
trophies here, but almost all the fish are
of wild stock, which in itself is remarkable and makes every fish valuable.
Philippe runs a full-service operation, meaning that he can arrange travel

Honor Roll Subscribers
 The Angling Report encourages
subscribers to file reports on great
places to fish and important news
developments that help the rest of
us decide where to go—or not to
go—fishing. Subscribers who file
unusually important and useful reports are placed on our Subscriber
Honor Roll and sent a complimentary
Angling Report Honor Roll fishing
cap. Honor Roll subscribers also get
special consideration for FREE trips.
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Our newest Honor Roll subscriber is
Eric Arbogast, who filed the report
on Brittany that appears elsewhere
in this issue. If you have been on an
interesting trip recently, send a letterlength report to see if you can get on
our subscriber Honor Roll. E-mail it
to mike@anglingreport.com. You can
find the complete list of Honor Roll
subscribers on our website, www.
anglingreport.com. Click on “Honor
Roll subscribers.”
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and lodging as well as all necessary
gear. On my trips, I usually ask to be
picked up at Brest Airport or Morlaix
railway station. There are many direct
flights into Brest from the UK and
Paris. Travelers from the United States
will have to connect, of course, to get
to Brittany. The drive from Paris is
six hours; the train takes three hours.

As for lodging, anglers can choose
between a hotel and an affordable
weekly cottage rental. Non-anglers will
enjoy the area and I encourage those
with non-fishing companions to rent
a car. Needless to say, the food in the
region is outstanding and affordable.
Philippe’s rates start at €220 to €250
per day. For additional anglers, add

€140 to €160 per person. The cost of a
fishing license is extra.
Mike Lyons note: For more information
and to contact Philippe, visit his website at www.brittanyflyfishing.com. His
e-mail address is info@brittanyflyfishing.com. It goes without saying, if you
fish with Philippe, please file a report.
Send it to: mike@anglingreport.com.

Briefly Noted
Things to Do . . . Places to Go . . . New Developments
 Online Extra subscribers to this
publication already know there has
been a boat mishap on the Marié River
in Brazil, and that a client angler died
of a heart attack in the immediate aftermath. Here is a truncated version
of the e-mail bulletin we sent out last
month:
“Accidents happen every day on
lakes and rivers, but if one happens in
a faraway area, it has a special claim
on our attention, as witness the buzz
that erupted around a recent mishap on
the Rio Marié, a world-class peacock
bass fishing destination in an isolated
corner of Brazil operated by Untamed
Angling (www.untamedangling.com).
Here is what happened:
“On October 21st, at around 3 in
the afternoon, the brand-new transfer
boat used to ferry anglers from the
São Gabriel airport to the Untamed
Angling mother boat on the Marié
foundered in an area of swift water
and capsized. All 11 of the passengers
on board (nine anglers and two crew
members) made it safely to shore, but
in the immediate aftermath, an angler
from Idaho, Ken Pursley, suffered
a massive heart attack and died. He
passed away in spite of the CPR efforts
of a guide on board the boat and a fellow angler with experience as an army
medic.
“Mr. Pursley was a member of
Global Rescue, which provides repatriation of mortal remains as part of its
services. Global Rescue arranged immediately for a floatplane to transport
the body back to Manaus, and began
to handle the complicated details and
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paperwork associated with a death in
a foreign country. Untamed Angling
arranged for a separate floatplane for
members of the angling party who
wanted to return home.
“Not surprisingly, some luggage,
tackle, personal items, and several
passports were lost in the accident,
creating travel complications back in
Manaus, where early flights home were
necessary, as well as temporary lodging and meals. By all reports, Untamed
Angling went the extra mile handling
everything.

“At this writing, the transfer boat
has been brought to the surface, according to Untamed Angling, and most
of the passenger luggage has been recovered. Ultimately, everything will be
made right, Untamed Angling told us,
going on to extend heartfelt condolences to the Pursely family and apologies
to everyone whose life was affected by
the accident. . . .”
Since the accident, anglers have
continued to fish the Marié, utilizing a
backup fast boat for transit that is less
powerful and a bit slower, but no one,
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to our knowledge, has complained. On
the contrary, we have received a rave
report from one angler who caught
the largest peacock taken to date by
anglers fishing with Untamed Angling.
The giant peacock weighed 25 pounds.
The only question we have had
about the accident was exactly how it
occurred. Did the boat hit a rock? Was
it going too fast? The boat did founder
in an area of large boulders and swift
water, but the answer to both questions
appears to be no. Here is what an eyewitness tells us: “The driver of the boat
moved the fast boat up the rapids very
slowly and cautiously. At the very top
end of the rapids, at the lip, he slowly
applied more power to the engines and
ever so slightly turned the wheel to
maneuver the boat in a desired direction. At that point, the boat suddenly
snapped into a sharp turn broadside
to the current and turned over. In the
blink of an eye the boat was over on its
side and filling with water.”
Here at The Angling Report, we
have uncovered no reason to doubt this
version of events or point the finger of
fault anywhere in particular. Stuff happens occasionally when you go fishing.
End of story.
An interesting positive development related to this dark event is that
the Brazilian government, which had
previously denied application to build
an airstrip on the mid-Marié because of
drug interdiction concerns, is reconsidering their decision. We have that from
Mike Michalak of The Fly Shop, agent
for these trips, and we will keep you
posted on what happens.
Volume 28, Number 12
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The angler who died on this trip,
Ken Pursley, was not a subscriber to
The Angling Report, but we think of
him as part of the band of brothers and
sisters we serve. Our heart goes out to
the family, and we hope they take some
comfort in the fact that their loved one
died in one of the most extraordinary
areas of the world, on his way to doing
what he loved. —Don Causey.
 Honor Roll subscriber Elbert Bivins
just keeps on turning out interesting
reports on places to go fishing. This
one is about a trip to Greenland he
took this year in search of char and
cod. Thanks, Elbert, for keeping us up
on world fishing. Don’t you ever stay
home? He writes:
“Getting to Greenland involves a
flight to Iceland, arriving in the early
morning and then transferring from the
international airport at Keflavik, about
30 minutes from the city, to the domestic airport in Reykjavik for an early
afternoon departure to Narsarsuaq,
Greenland. There is time to explore
Reykjavik’s delightful walking streets
and have an early lunch sampling
Icelandic specialties, including whaleburger if you are so inclined. Then
there’s a three-hour Icelandair prop
plane flight to Narsarsuaq, from which
you get a good view of the lower end of
the country—all glacier.
“The outfitter Lax-á Angling Club
(http://www.lax-a.net/greenland/fishing-greenland/greenland.html) is an
Icelandic company that organizes fishing and hunting adventures all over the
world. They put together the Greenland
camp three years ago as a destination
for hunting reindeer and musk ox, and
also for fishing for arctic char and cod.
Most of the dozen or so in camp were
primarily hunting, but a few of us were
only fishing. To me this trip was equal
parts fishing and adventure. Greenland
is 95+ percent glacier, with only a rim
of dry land along the oceanfront, and
that consists mostly of rocky, mountainous islands through which the
transit boat maneuvers for about three
hours to reach the camp. The scenery
is just spectacular. The only growth is a
December 2015

low carpet of moss and lichen, and that
is the diet of the reindeer and musk ox.
The fjords, bays, and passages are full
of icebergs of every imaginable size
and shape that recently calved off the
glaciers. It is an otherworldly place and
virtually uninhabited.
“The char were abundant and
were easily taken on small, sparse pink
shrimp imitations, mostly tied in camp
by my able Swedish guide, Michelle
Staaf. I caught 40 to 50 a day from
small ones to three and four pounds at
the top end. It had been unusually dry
in the months before my arrival and the
small rivers were not flowing normally,
so we had bright fish in the seawater at
the river mouths and also fish in their
spawning colors in pools upstream.
The bright fish were especially good
fighters on my 6 wt. Most of the fishing

spots were an hour or so boat ride from
camp, but there were also cod ganged
up on a moving tide in the deep channel leading to camp. They were caught
by jigging with what I thought was tooheavy camp tackle. I would have taken
my own three-piece Okuma Nomad and
reel had I known about the cod. They
ranged between 10 and 12 pounds,
and they all went to the kitchen, as did
some of the char.
“The camp consists of about a dozen cabins linked to the kitchen/dining
hall by a series of walkways. The baths,
sauna, and restrooms were clean and
comfortable. There were several ladies
present to follow their mates through
the rugged mountains or just hang out
with the fishermen; it is a comfortable
trip. Icelandic lamb, reindeer, musk ox,
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cod, and char, were all featured on the
menu, and all were excellent. The boats
were sturdy, deep, and fast, perfect for
the mostly protected water. The camp
worked quite efficiently, I thought, with
the small staff and the daily arrival and
departure of hunters and a few fishermen. I believe that all of the hunters got
what they were after.
In all, it was a very worthwhile
one-time trip for me, and I credit Lax-á
with providing a smooth-flowing experience from arrival to departure. They
have a fairly short season from June to
mid-September. There is also salmon
fishing in Iceland that can be added to
the trip, and I will get to that next year.
Postscript: In a follow-up note, Bivins
tells us the two days in transit and four
days in camp cost him about $4,000,
not including the Greenland flights,
which cost about $1,300. He says his
flight to Iceland was about $1,100. “I
liked the trip, but it is really just a onetime, adventurous thing to do. It wasn’t
cheap, but it was worthwhile nonetheless.”
 Watch out, Bahamas! That’s the
warning implicit in this report. Seems
Vince Tobia of Cattaraugus Creek
Outfitters has expanded his low-cost,
do-it-yourself flats fishing business into
Mexico. Previously, he had focused all
of his DIY efforts on Acklins Island,
Eleuthera, Great Inagua, and Mayaguana, all in the Bahamas. He is still
working there and he hopes to continue
doing that indefinitely, but it’s no secret
that some of the locals there are up in
arms about DIY fishing and getting less
than friendly toward foreign-owned
lodges. Where this misguided nationalism will end is still up in the air. See
previous issues of The Angling Report
for more information.
Tobia’s two new DIY trips are focused on the village of Mahahual, south
of Cancun, where he has linked up with
Nick Denbow of Western Caribbean
Fly Fishing School to offer adventurous
anglers a place to stay and eat, a cooler,
a kayak, fishing maps, 18 flies, and
lots of encouragement in their efforts
to find bonefish and other flats species
Volume 28, Number 12
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on their own. Not included is the cost
of a rental car to get from Cancun to
Mahahual and fuel to keep that car
running from place to place on a daily
basis. The cost of all this is around
$1,000 for six days of fishing and
seven nights, a little more or less than
that depending on where you stay and
whether all meals are included.
Importantly, Mahahual is within
easy driving (and fishing) distance of
Espiritu Santo Bay and Xcalak, two
very important fishing spots. The species available are bonefish, of course,
but also permit, tarpon, barracuda,
jacks, and more. The adventurous angler who has learned to spot fish on
his own and stalk them successfully
can have a ball in this area on his own.
You can get more details on this opportunity on Tobia’s website, www.
ccoflyfishing.com. Enjoy!
 It’s really quite unusual and very
gratifying to see the way Angling Report subscribers look after one another
by sharing what they know. Witness
the following report from subscriber
Frederick J. Meine, who tells us
he recently contracted a rare infection called Mycobacterium marinum.
Meine is a medical doctor, so pay attention. He knows what he is talking
about, and, as an angler, you may be
exposed to this organism:
“Mycobacterium marinum is remotely related to the organism that
causes tuberculosis. It occurs worldwide in both fresh and salt water.
Aquarium owners can pick up the
infection while cleaning an aquarium,
and indeed the infection is sometimes
called “fish tank granuloma.” Fishermen are at risk when cleaning or
handling infected fish. The infections
are usually limited to the extremities,
and often involve the skin, although
deeper tissues may also be affected.
“Although the infection is curable,
treatment can be prolonged. Antibiotic
therapy of six or more months is often
necessary. The first doctor visited may
not recognize the infection because of
its rarity. In my case, which involved
a deep, soft-tissue infection of the
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index finger, treatment extended over
more than a year. Ultimately, six doctors were consulted, and several Xrays, an MRI study, and two surgical
procedures were required. A total of
seven different antibiotics were used
at one time or another. Unfortunately,
this does not appear to be an atypical
course for the infection.
“Anyone who fishes much knows
how difficult it is to avoid small cuts,
scrapes, and punctures while fishing.
Of course, you should be sure to wash
any cut promptly and thoroughly. In
addition, you might consider wearing
gloves whenever possible, especially
while cleaning fish. However, the
most important point is that if you do
notice a swelling or sore, especially
on an extremity, that doesn’t respond
promptly to routine antibiotic treat-

signs of infection are evident right
away. In individuals with M marinum
infection, a papule or bluish nodule
develops at the inoculation site. The
localized lesion can grow slowly over
several months, and be accompanied
by pain and swelling. An upper extremity is affected in nearly 90 percent
of persons with M marinum infection,
mostly on the hands. The infection
tends to follow the lymphatic flow
in the body, resulting in ascending
nodules, or lesions up the arm, in a
row-like fashion. Delayed diagnosis
can result from the indolent nature
of early lesions and a lack of clinical
suspicion. The average interval from
clinical presentation to correct diagnosis varies from one to 27 months, with
a mean interval of seven months. Your
physician will likely start by drawing
some bloodwork, though samples of
the lesion or tissue may be taken and
cultured (grown in a laboratory), or biopsied, for confirmation of infection.
How can Global Rescue help? We
have an extensive network of medical
practitioners and providers specializing in infectious and tropical disease.
If you suspect this, or any other infectious disease, we can help you to find,
access, and be evaluated at any of our
Centers of Excellence both here in the
United States and abroad.”

ment, raise the possibility of marinum
infection with your doctor. Your family physician may not be familiar with
the disease. If that is the case, consider consulting an infectious disease
specialist. Trust me, you do not want
this infection.”—Frederick Meinem,
MD.
Postscript: So, what does Global
Rescue (www.globalrescue.comm/anglingreport), the medical and security
evacuation provider we recommend,
have to say about this infection? We
ran this by them near press time.
Much of their reply repeats what Dr.
Meine says, but here are a few additional points worth noting: “Mycobacterium marinum has an incubation
period of approximately two to three
weeks, so, unfortunately, not many

 Female subscribers will want to
pay attention to this offering: Seems
Bairs Lodge on South Andros Island
in the Bahamas is extending an invitation to female anglers of all age and
skill levels to stalk bonefish together
the week of March 8–12. This womenonly trip will be hosted by Capt. Ali
Hobson, and instruction will be provided by Capt. Alissa Vinoski. Anglers
will have a chance to perfect their fly
fishing skills and get to know other female fishing enthusiasts in an upscale,
comfortable environment. The cost
of the trip is $3,250 per person. All
meals and drinks are included. As of
November 1, there were 10 spaces still
available. To reserve a space, contact
Santiago@nervouswaters.com; or visit
www.nervouswaters.com.
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OUTFITTER CRITIQUES

The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly
This section of The Angling Report is based entirely on subscriber-written Fishing Trip Report Forms. Our policy on these forms is to publish excerpts in the newsletter of Angler Network Forms as received without censorship. Agents, guides, lodge operators, and/or outfitters who disagree with anything said about them in this
section are free to submit a rebuttal. As a subscriber, you can help extend the reach of this program by filing a Fishing Trip Report Form yourself. You should find one
inside this issue of your newsletter. Alternately, you can file a report online by going to our website, www.anglingreport.com, and clicking on “File a Report.” For
details about how to do custom searches for Angler Network Reports on our website, see page 2 of this issue.

 Now, here is a really interesting report. It’s from subscriber Raymond Mendez, who has found some very unusual
and productive tarpon fishing in, of all
places(!), the U.S. Virgin Islands. We are
putting Mendez on our Subscriber Honor
Roll for sharing what he learned.
Mendez says he was introduced to
this fishing this past October by Arthur
Jones of Arawak Outfitters in St. Thomas
(http://arawakexp.com), who took him
to some small flats where there are a lot
of small, feisty, 40-pound tarpon close
enough to shore that he had to be sure
he did not hook any snorkelers. He says
Jones has a first-class saltwater fishing
boat with a clean casting platform that accommodates flyrodders perfectly. He also
has tackle on hand, and he knows what he
is doing.
“Jones had a really fascinating approach, Mendez writes. “It was like nothing I’ve ever done before, and I’ve thrown
flies in the salt in many venues. Basically,
the bait is so thick in the area he took me
that he instructed me to look for light
spots on the bottom. These light spots are
the sand beneath the tarpon; the bottom is
only visible when a tarpon moves the bait
around it. After 30 minutes or so, your
eyes begin to see the quarry rather than
just the light spot. Very cool to see light
spots on the bottom move along slowly.”
Mendez says it was remarkable to
hunt tarpon this way. The best part is the
fish were willing eaters the day he was
there. He also remarks favorably on the
size of the fish, noting they “provided all
the fun of tarpon fishing without the work
involved in landing big ones.” Interestingly, he notes that Jones offers trips for
species other than tarpon, and he would
like to have a go at them some time. The
species listed on Jones’s website include
amberjack, yellowtail snapper, bonita,
December 2015

blackfin tuna and even snook. Some of
the photos of snook on the website are of
fairly large fish.
Mendez gives the cost of his day on
the water as $400. He definitely recommends the trip to fellow subscribers.
The only problem he reports is a bit of
engine trouble at the end of the trip that
was quickly resolved. Not surprisingly,
Mendez notes there are plenty of things
for non-fishing spouses to do in the U.S.
Virgin Islands. He provides some of them

himself, such as multiday kayak/camping
tours. Enjoy!
 Subscriber Fred Miller says he grew
to love New Orleans and its food when
he attended Tulane Medical School many
years ago, but nowadays his focus is on
the redfishing south of the city in Biloxi
Marsh. He writes:
“All of my redfishing in Louisiana
had been in late winter and early spring
up until my latest trip this past September
with Capt. Rocky Thickstun of Salty Fly
Louisiana (www.saltyflylouisiana.com).
My partner and I opted to stay in New
Orleans (I’ve come to like the Bourbon
Orleans Hotel in the French Quarter,
www.bourbonorleans.com), which meant
we had a 25-minute ride each morning,
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leaving the city just after the Canal Street
Starbucks opened, arriving at Penny’s
Cafe in Violet, Louisiana, for a typical
breakfast, lots of small talk, and grandiose
expectations from the gathered guides,
plus, of course, an interesting assortment
of po-boy sandwiches for lunch.
“The put-in at Hopedale is not far
from Penny’s, though the ride from the
launch site to the first cast can be long.
Anyone who has fished for bull reds in
Biloxi Marsh knows they are sometimes
forgiving and will at times look up at the
line that has just crossed their head, turn to
the fly, and take it. They can spook unpredictably at other times, most often when
boat vibrations have upset their peace.
The optimal way to confront big reds is to
catch them crawling—that is, cruising the
shoreline in very shallow water. Unfortunately, because of abnormally high tides
due to an incessant east wind, the crawlers were all difficult to spot. We collared
a few, but after some fruitless searching
Rocky suggested that we head for open
water and look for birds. We did that for
half an hour before spotting a flock of sea
birds in a feeding frenzy. We approached
and found a 100-yard stretch of otherwise
calm water boiling with excited baitfish.
Who knows how many fish were taking
part in this fishing frenzy.
“The wind was at our backs, so
reaching the boiling mass was not difficult. Almost immediately, large bull reds
began chasing our flies. We rotated on the
bow and brought a number of nice reds to
the boat. Large jacks were part of the mix
and soon were cruising close to the boat.
Their colors and speed were remarkable,
and they, too, readily took reasonably
presented flies. The two jacks I landed
were among the strongest fish I have ever
fought on a fly rod, giant tarpon being the
only exception. I have caught small jacks
Volume 28, Number 12
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off the Gulf Coast of Florida, but these
Louisiana jacks will be a large part of why
I return to Louisiana next fall, looking for
those that seemed to approach 30 pounds.
“When we could no longer get close
enough to the mass to reach the still
frenzied fish, Rocky reached deep and
came up with a spinning rod to which
he attached a conical piece of painted
Styrofoam, weighted but hookless. He
cast it into the still foaming water and
jerked it violently back toward the boat.
In seconds, that popper was savagely
and repeatedly attacked. “Cast when the
popper gets into your casting range!” he
shouted. Sure enough, our smaller poppers were instantly attacked. This may not
have been sight fishing for crawlers, but it
was damned exciting, and it continually
produced for the better part of an hour.
“Rocky Thickstun is a relaxed guide
and easy fly fishing instructor. He says
his heart breaks when his client misses a
fish or blows a cast, but he claims never
to forget that it is the client’s vacation and
that the best learning experience comes
without humiliation. I recommend him,
for sure.”
Postscript: Miller mentions some new
lodging options at Hopedale that we
will be reporting on soon. He finds them
intriguing, but the food in New Orleans
makes him still incline to staying there
when he fishes Biloxi Marsh. Restaurants
he says he enjoyed on this trip are: Peche,
La Petit Grocery, Upperline, Mr. B’s Bistro, Dragos, and my decades-long favorite,
the Acme Oyster Bar.
 Subscriber Kenneth Spint also
weighed in with a report on Biloxi Marsh
recently, noting a couple of problems but
still giving the experience a thumbs-up.
His first problem was finding a replacement for his guide, who was a no-show.
He does not give the name of the guide,
but he says a fly shop in New Orleans,
Uptown Angler (www.uptownangler.
com), found him replacement guides for
all four of the days he fished. He says he
wound up catching fish on only one of
those days, with the largest running 18
pounds. The problem was dirty water,
dark skies, and high winds that kept the
water at high-tide levels throughout the
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four days. The day he left he says the sky
opened up with torrential rains.
Spint concludes that he still recommends this trip. “The weather conditions
were just not good for seeing, let alone
catching, fish,” he writes. “Most of the
guides canceled their trips two of the days
I fished. I just figured I was there so why
not go fishing.”
 Back in 2007, subscriber Peter Regan
filed a glowing report on a trip he took
to the Spatsizi Wilderness Provincial
Park in British Columbia, Canada, with
Collingwood Bros. Guides and Outfitters
(www.collingwoodbros.com). Eight years
later, subscriber Fred Shvetz tell us this
3,600-square-mile park north of Smithers
is still a great place to go for trout in a wilderness setting and the Collingwood Bros.

are still providing good service. He writes:
“My trip this past July was arranged
through The Fly Shop (www.theflyshop.
com), which has provided me nothing but
great service for the last 20 years. This trip
is based on flying out or traveling by boat
daily to various rivers that are inlets or
outlets of a nearby lake. We did all of our
fishing by wading or standing on the bank.
Our catch included many, many rainbows
up to 16 inches. In some spots, I couldn’t
find a fly in my fly box that did not work!
At one point, the fish were biting so readily I bet my guide that I could catch a fish
on a twig. He lost the bet and handed over
his favorite fly, a purple Parachute Adams.
I have posted a YouTube video showing
me hook a fish on my first cast with a twig
fly. You can view it here: https://youtu.be/
ZrlG50Hh8sY). Obviously, this is a great
place to bring a novice or child angler.
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“The lodge provided us with a list
of flies to bring but everything from dries
to streamers worked. I got the impression that the rainbows are hungry and
feed voraciously here partly due to the
short season (July 2 to August 20). We
also caught medium-size bull trout in the
20- to 24-inch range using large weighted
streamers on a heavier rod. There are bigger ones available, but the fishing for them
was not that exciting so we didn’t spend
much time chasing them.
“All the guides on this trip were
friendly, knowledgeable, and accommodating. As for the lodging, it would be
4-star if the toilet and showers weren’t
located outside of the room and shared by
the camp. This is an insignificant inconvenience considering the wilderness setting.
On this particular trip I was sharing the
lodge with five other anglers. The food
was excellent and prepared by a chef from
Montreal who is brought in for the season.
“There are no activities for a nonfishing companion on this trip, but it is a
great place to bring an inexperienced or
young angler. Overall, it was a great allaround experience.”
Postscript: Fred gives the cost of his trip,
excluding airfare, as $6,700 (Cdn) for
eight days with seven fly-outs. Less expensive packages with fewer fly-outs are
available.
 Subscriber Mike Bodenchuk has
good things to say about his recent trip to
Laguna Madre in search of redfish with
Travis Glidden of Sightcast Safaris (www.
sightcastsafari.com). He writes:
“Texas’s Laguna Madre stretches
from South Bay at the lower end, just a
few miles from the Rio Grande River and
the International Boundary, more than
130 miles to the north, technically ending
at the northern end of Padre Island. From
there northward, several barrier islands
separate the gulf from the mainland, and
the place names (Copano, Aransas, San
Antonio, Espiritu Santo, and Matagorda)
reflect the Spanish settlement of the area.
While conventional tackle remains the
arsenal of most do-it-yourself fishermen,
more and more guides are catering to fly
fishermen, including Capt. Travis Glidden of Sightcast Safari, with whom I
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recently had the opportunity to fish. Port
O’Connor, where he is based, reminds me
of Florida’s east coast in the early 1970s:
houses on stilts to protect from hurricane
storm surges, a boat in every yard, and a
morning rush consisting mostly of guides
lining up at the fuel pump at the convenience store before daylight. Protected
from the gulf by Matagorda Island, Port
O’Connor provides easy access to both
Espiritu Santo and Matagorda Bays.
“Capt. Travis is a young guide starting his business in the area, but he has
lifelong fishing experience, not only along
the Texas coast but in the Florida Keys as
well. He targets redfish mostly and has
equipped himself well with a stable of
Hell’s Bay skiffs (one 16 feet and two 18
feet), all with polling platforms necessary
to navigate the shallow water in Espiritu
Santo. Because some fishermen prefer
conventional tackle, Glidden provides
light spinning tackle with Waterloo rods
and Shimano reels. His passion, however,
is sight casting to redfish in skinny water and, on my trip, he brought along a
one-piece, nine-foot G. Loomis 8 wt and
another one-piece, nine-foot G. Loomis
in 10 wt, both equipped with Tibor reels.
While we were fishing early in the season
(April), later in the year jack crevalle filter
into the bay and the bigger rod is necessary to target these hard pullers.
“My fishing partner and I met Capt.
Travis at the convenience store (literally
the only one) in Port-O and hit the water
about an hour after sunrise. We worked
several flats through the day, with Capt.
Travis on the pole for most of the morning. While tidal shifts in the bays are generally less than two feet between high and
low tides, wind can move the water onto
or off of a particular flat and there were
several times we were floating in very,
very shallow water. I gained a new appreciation for the Hell’s Bay boats and was
impressed with Glidden’s knowledge of
where he could get into and out of without
getting completely grounded.
“To make a long story short, my
partner and I caught five redfish up to
about 24 inches, mostly on a single flat
and almost all of them on small, coppercolored spoons. I usually fly fish this area
but elected to use spinning tackle on this
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trip because conditions made sight casting difficult. Travis handled the harderthan-usual conditions well and worked
hard all day to find fish for us. I have little
doubt that a trip during the better summer
weather would yield very impressive results. A day of fishing cost $500 for one or
two anglers.
“As a side note, we stayed that night
at the Sea Drifter Inn in nearby Seadrift,
Texas. The motel is situated right across
from the boat launch in Seadrift and,
like the rest of the coast, it’s right out of
the 1960s. But it’s clean, spacious, and
inexpensive and, in a way, it rounded out
the trip nicely. Next door is Bubba’s restaurant, which serves Cajun-style boiled
seafood platters (all-you-can-eat shrimp or
crawdad or crab, in season, with potatoes,

corn, and sausage). It, too, is another piece
of the mid-Texas coast fishing scene and
well worth the time and effort to get there.
Enjoy!
 Subscriber Doc Southward gives a
thumbs-up to the trolling charter set up
for him this past February in Cozumel,
Mexico, by Cozumel Charters (www.fishingcozumel.net). “This was a short-term
outing that I booked during a Caribbean
cruise,” Southward writes. “These guys
know what they’re doing and, in today’s
charter market, the deal they cut me was
a good one. The trip was great, relaxing
fun.” Southward gives the cost of his outing as only $350, but he does not indicate
whether he was part of a group or not. At
that price, he almost certainly was. He
says his catch for the day was limited to
barracuda, because it was too early for the
other targeted species, marlin. He recommends the experience to fellow subscribers passing through Cozumel on a cruise.
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Controversies
 Subscriber Peter Schweikhardt is
not pleased with his trip to Crooks Lake
Lodge in Labrador, and he explains why
in the following report, which has been
truncated somewhat due to space limitations:
“Last fall, as I began planning my
fishing trips for summer 2015, I came
across an excellent Angling Report article
that appeared in the March 2011 issue
called “The Real Skinny on Brook Trout
Fishing.” In it, I noticed an operation
called Adventure North owned by a guy
called Bill Murphy. What caught my eye
was the emphasis on dry fly fishing in
streams, my preferred method of fishing
for trout. A web search revealed that the
name of the operation had changed to
Crooks Lake Lodge. It was still owned by
Bill Murphy, so I contacted him to check
on availability and suggested timing. After
the exchange of a few e-mails, my two
friends and I booked for July 11–18, 2015.
This was in October 2014. On March
18, 2015, I received an e-mail from Bill
indicating he had decided to retire from
operating Crooks Lake Lodge after 25
years. He described the new owner, Mike
Crosby, as an experienced sport fisherman
and owner of two successful salmon lodges. He went on to say that he would be on
site to welcome arriving guests in 2015.
“In retrospect, this should have been
a red flag for us. Any ownership change
is risky, and in this case the fact that the
new owner already owned other lodges
begged the question of how much attention he would pay to Crooks Lake. Still,
Bill’s promise to be there with Mike for
a smooth changeover helped address this
concern. Also, the timing of our notification was such that any changes would
have been problematic for us. So we opted
to leave our booking in place. I regret this
decision.
“We arrived at Goose Bay as planned
on July 10 and were met, along with two
other arriving clients, by a young woman
who drove us to the hotel that had been
booked for us for our overnight before
transfer to the lodge. She promised to
pick us up the following morning at 6:30
to drive us to the floatplane base for our
flight to Crooks Lake. But she did not.
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One of the other clients, a Newfoundlander who seemed to know everyone in
Goose Bay after many fishing trips there
(though never to Crooks Lake), informed
us he had been told the flight to the lodge
was delayed by weather. Neither Mike
nor anyone else associated with the lodge
contacted us, so this secondhand report
was our only info. No follow-ups were
received, and attempts to contact Mike
by phone and e-mail were unsuccessful.
Somehow, the same resourceful fellow
obtained a van (said to belong to Mike)
and we drove ourselves to the floatplane
base to see what was going on. By this
time, the weather looked pretty good overhead but there was a cloud sitting atop the
Mealy Mountains, we were told, which
created a barrier to be crossed on the way
to Crooks Lake. We waited for hours,
even taking off once in a small aircraft
but when the pilot found no path through
the cloud bank we returned and were informed we could not reach the lodge that
day. Meanwhile, a larger Twin Otter was
making repeated flights out and back carrying cargo. Someone said it was going
out to one of Mike’s salmon camps with
supplies. I don’t know whether this was
true, but I would have liked to ask Mike
about it. Had he chosen to maroon us in
town and last week’s guys at Crooks Lake
(probably missing homeward connections) while the only aircraft competent
to fly that day was making multiple trips
to take gear to his other lodge? Unfortunately, Mike was not there to field this
question.
“We were promised by the guy at
the floatplane base that we would get into
the lodge the next morning. I thought this
was a rash promise, especially when the
next day looked worse than the previous
one, but sure enough, despite the weather,
the Otter, now free of any more pressing
assignment, took us in and brought last
week’s crew out. This meant we arrived a
day late at Crooks Lake. What we found
were four employees consisting of three
guides and a cook. No Mike. No Bill.
We started fishing that day a bit late, but
it wasn’t bad. We had a four-hour session
that morning on a short section of connecting stream between two lakes; there
were some heads coming up, and they
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were big. It was hard to get eats, but we
got a few and had a decent morning.
“At that point we went back to the
lodge for a two-hour lunch break, followed by a three-hour afternoon session
at the same small section of stream we
had fished in the morning. Nice afternoon,
but I began getting a bit concerned about
how we were pounding this tiny piece
of water. Next day, though, we pounded
it again and also visited a second even
shorter piece of water where we got a few
nice brookies. Again, a decent day, but my
concerns were rising about the rest of the
week.
“One thing that perplexed me was
the length of the fishing day: into the boat
at 8 AM, back at the lodge at noon, out at

2 PM, back by 5 PM. This is a seven-hour
fishing day (counting run times), which is
the shortest I have ever experienced at a
high-latitude lodge in summer. I worried:
Is this a serious fishing operation? In addition, I wondered how long we could focus
on these puny spots without putting the
fish down?
“I got my answer on day three when
the risers failed to appear at our regular
spots and we headed to one final, even
shorter piece of water that held nothing.
So I guess this completed the portfolio of
dry fly spots (three spots comprising 100
yards or so in total length), as we began
trolling in the lakes at that point. By lunch
time that day I realized we were at a crossroads in our week, and I wished Mike or
Bill (or someone with real knowledge and
authority) were around for me to discuss
this with. Since, no such person existed I
talked to my guide. Ah, yes. My guide. I
haven’t mentioned him before. Let me just
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say that exchanges with him were seldom
very productive. For instance:
Me: Should I try a sink-tip line and get
that streamer deeper?
Guide: It don’t matter to me.
Me: I just saw a brown caddis. Do you
think I should try a caddis dry instead of
the mayfly?
Guide: “It don’t matter to me.
You get the idea. For the whole week
he never seemed to understand that I was
asking for advice rather than permission. I
didn’t have much hope at that point, but I
did ask questions:
Question 1: Should we change the daily
routine? If we pack a lunch, we could skip
the return at noon and maybe we could
make a longer run and get to some more
distant spots?
Answer: Shrug/mumble.
Question 2: I’ve noticed on previous trips
to Labrador that when the brookie fishing
gets slow in the streams the lakes can be
great for lake trout and pike. Are there any
lakers here?
Answer: No.
Question 3: Any pike coves we could
visit? You know, spots where I can cast to
pike in fairly shallow water?
Answer: Shrug/mumble.
“At that point, I realized nothing
much was going to change in our approach, and back we went to the same
old spots. Day four again failed to favor
us with risers and, by noon, the wind had
come up so significantly that all the other
anglers decided to take the afternoon off.
The guides all seemed quite satisfied
with this idea, but I took a walk down to
the dock in front of the lodge and looked
around. To my right the main lake looked
like a stormy day off Cape Horn, but to
my left was a narrow, protected body of
water with barely a ripple. I hunted up the
cook (who seemed to be a sort of de facto
manager) and my guide and inquired if
there were any fish in there. There were
no brookies, I was told, but I might find a
few pike. So it came to pass that, through
the intercession of the cook, my guide and
I set forth to enjoy a smashing afternoon
of pike fishing within five minutes of the
lodge. Every toss of a bunny leach under
bank-side vegetation seemed to bring a
slam from a nice pike. I was pretty happy,
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but couldn’t quite figure out why the place
hadn’t been mentioned in response to
Question 2 posed the preceding day.
“No more risers were to be found
the rest of the week despite twice daily
visits to each now very familiar spot. We
dredged them with streamers and got a
couple. Trolling in the lakes was decently
productive for pike and a few brookies but
the dry fly bite was done. A second afternoon in the unmentioned pike spot again
gave up a cornucopia of Esox lucius. A
poetic end to the week: the floatplane took
us out as scheduled, along with guides and
cook and lots of gear: they were pulling
the plug on the place in mid-July! We arrived back at the floatplane base to find no
ride into town. Someone said the young
woman who had picked us up at the airport on arrival had quit her job the other
day and Mike had made no other arrangement. One of the guides located the keys
to Mike’s van, which was evidently stored
at the floatplane base. We all piled in, and
the guide drove us a quarter mile at which
point we ran out of gas.
“I Know I have mentioned little or
nothing about the lodge itself or the food,
guiding, and other services at Crooks
Lake. In part this is because I choose
fishing lodges for the fishing and really
don’t care very much about amenities, but
mainly it’s because I’m reluctant to point
fingers at people who are not receiving the
support and guidance they need to do their
jobs properly. I found the Crooks Lake
Lodge operation to be rudderless. That
is the real issue, not the lackluster food,
tired, rather shabby (but clean) lodge, abbreviated fishing day, or uninspired guiding, although all of these were to be found
at Crooks Lake Lodge. Mike needs to get
involved here in more ways than cashing
the checks from clients. Until he does, I
strongly caution fellow subscribers against
planning a visit here. But what about
after the problems are fixed? What about
the fishing? I just don’t know if there
is enough real fly fishing water to satisfy those who think trolling doesn’t quite
qualify, even if you have a fly rod in your
hands at the time. Given the good reputation the place reputedly had while Bill ran
it, maybe there are spots I didn’t see that
could be developed. I just don’t know.”
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Rebuttal comment from Mike
Crosby: “I apologize for the problems
Peter Schweikhardt encountered last year
at Crooks Lake. I will attempt to explain
what has and will be done to rectify the
situation. I would also like to say that although there are explanations any blame
ultimately rests with me. We purchased
Crooks Lake in the early spring, and I was
assured that the staff had been there for
several years and were a cohesive group.
What I discovered three days before our
first guests arrived was that there were
problems with the staff as regards attitude, plus there were simmering conflicts
among members of the group. I went to
the camp and spent four days there before
the season opened and thought that I had
the issues under control. In the end, it
turns out that I didn’t and without good
staff you can’t run a good operation.

“Mr. Murphy left Goose Bay one
week before the season ended and that
was the week Peter was there. I am coowner of two other lodges in Labrador
and I had to leave Goose Bay to attend
to the other camps. However, I did leave
a new satellite phone system at the camp,
and I made sure staff members had my
contact information in case I was needed.
Unfortunately, no one called me, so I was
not aware of the delays and problems.
Long and short of it is we didn’t do a great
job. At this point, I have replaced three
of the four staff at the camp. I have also
arranged to make all of our trips into the
lodge in 2016 in the larger Twin Otter.
While this will not guarantee that we will
not have flight delays, it will mean that
we will have a better chance of getting in
and out on schedule. Additionally, I have
asked the one remaining staff member to
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make a list of improvements that need to
be made at the camp and I am working
to get as many of them done in 2016 as
possible. I have also reworked the camp
menu, which will offer guests wider
choices for breakfast and more fresh produce. In 2016, I will make sure that the
guests get exactly what they deserve and
have paid for.
“I have been involved in the fishing lodge business for close to 25 years,
first when we started Camp Bonaventure
on the Gaspé Coast, then Salmon Lodge
on the Grand Cascapédia. This is the
first time anyone has lodged a complaint
against us, and I assure you it has been
taken very seriously.
“It will not completely satisfy Peter, I
am sure, but I would be more than happy
to extend him a 50 percent discount on a
return trip to him and his two friends. As
regards the stream fishing, I would say
that under normal flows we have a good
amount of river fishing when compared to
other lodges in our particular area. There
are certainly lodges in Labrador that offer
more stream fishing, but generally they
are not in our watershed. The later the
season goes and the lower the water gets,
the smaller the pools on the river become.
This is the first time I have heard any
complaint over the amount of fishable water at Crooks Lake Lodge. As I understand
it, people come to Crooks Lake because of
the amount of stream fishing it provides.”
 Over in Russia, a subscriber who
asked us not to use his name says our
write-up last month on the Roxtons/Fly
Fisher Group merger contained some
overly bullish comments about the Varzuga River. He writes: “Having fished
the Varzuga various times, I believe your
write-up last month makes it look quite a
bit too good. The salmon you catch there
are smallish (hardly any over 10 pounds
are taken), and some of the local guides
are horrible and/or have no clue whatsoever. Additionally, Roxtons fishes the three
Russian camps there for five or six weeks
only, from about the end of May through
June. Afterward, the Russians move in to
fish the Varzuga themselves and they rip
out whatever they can get with spinners
and plugs.”
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Rebuttal comment by Roxtons’
Christopher Robinson: “Your subscriber
is right. Varzuga is not about size of fish;
it is about numbers of fish. We have never
claimed otherwise. It is a wonderfully prolific and reliable salmon fishery where you
can experiment and learn. Some fishers
might go on to look for rivers with fewer
but larger fish, but most of our clients love
the reliability and keep coming back. We
average between 30 to 50 salmon per rod/
week most seasons. As for the guides,
we have always employed local guides,
and we say that in all of our promotional
literature, pointing out that we have done
so for 25 years as a way of making sure
that the economic benefit of the salmon
run on Varzuga is directed toward those
who protect and foster the river and its
fish. They may not all be the best guides
on the Kola Peninsula, but they sure look
after the river and the salmon. We fish it
from ice-out around the second week of
May to the first week of July. We run four

camps: Kitza, Pana, Middle Varzuga, and
Lower Varzuga. When we leave in early
July (and I am personally the last one onto
the helicopter each year), Kitza, Pana, and

Middle Varzuga are closed. We take all the
boats out of the water, drain the water systems in camp, and lock the doors. Literally, we nail cross timbers over the doors,
and we have guards in each camp. The

only access to the camps is by ME8 helicopter at €3,500-plus per hour. The Lower
Camp is left open as a tourist camp, as it
is close to the village and they are trying
to promote some tourism business in the
high summer. Yes, they fish a bit out of
this camp, but, frankly, I would have to
pay you or one of your subscribers to go
there. The area is mosquito heaven at that
point, the river is dead low, and there is no
run of fish—they have all gone through.
The thing some people in the United
States and UK do not get is this: the local
Russians actually understand conservation, and they have for generations. They
know the only reliable source of food
here is salmon. They understand salmon,
and their science is extraordinarily good.
Rest assured, from the Varzuga point of
view, there is no controversy here. If any
one doubts the truth of what I say, just ask
them to name an Atlantic salmon river that
is as well looked after and, above all, is as
successful as the Varzuga.”

Special Conservation Coverage
Sponsored by Global Rescue

Crisis in Florida Bay: An Argument for More Water NOW!

I

mportant Florida fisheries are imperiled by the slow, tortured pace of
Everglades restoration. Florida Bay, a
once spectacular fishery wedged between
mainland Florida and the Keys, continues to be starved of fresh water, creating
hypersaline conditions and toxic algae
blooms decimating fish and the natural
environment. East central Florida’s St.
Lucie River/Indian River Lagoon and the
Caloosahatchee River and Bay on the west
coast are still receiving phosphorus-laden
water from Lake Okeechobee because
the water may not be sent south into the
Everglades. Of course, insufficient quantities of water going south exacerbates
Florida Bay’s problems as the ultimate
recipient of water that should flow to it via
the Glades. Scientists and decision makers know what needs to be done, but bureaucracy, litigation, political opposition,
and the unforeseen and often unintended
consequences of Everglades restoration
requirements contribute to the continued
demise of these fisheries. The situation is
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by Bill Horn
especially disheartening since some small
steps toward restoration were beginning to
show improvements in Florida Bay until
inaction and more man-made drought hit
the Bay, putting it back on the ropes.
Anglers need to understand the specific Everglades issues impacting these
fisheries and begin to insist that federal
and state restoration programs and projects, some approved 27 years ago, get
completed and get completed fast. In the
interim, the dire conditions in Florida
Bay may demand short-term emergency
measures to provide more freshwater there
immediately; continued delay and inaction
may push the Bay and its fisheries past the
point of no return.
The Everglades Problem
The historic Everglades was pretty simple:
vast Lake Okeechobee would fill up each
summer and fall with rains from summer
storms and hurricanes, causing it to overflow; water would seep out slowly, flowing south through saw grass and cypress in
a river miles wide and inches deep. Author
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Marjory Stoneman Douglas christened
it “The River of Grass.” The freshwater
ultimately issued into Florida Bay via
Shark River and Taylor Slough within
Everglades National Park. Between 1948
and 1965 the Glades were dammed, diked,
and diverted by 1,700 miles of levees and
canals, with most of the water flushed out
to the Atlantic Ocean. The dried-out lands
became the 70,000 acres of sugarcane in
the Everglades Agricultural Area (EAA)
and the sprawling western suburbs of Miami and Ft. Lauderdale. Downstream, Everglades Park dried out, too, and Florida
Bay, starved of freshwater, began to turn
hyper-salty with adverse impacts on sea
grass, water quality, and fish and wildlife.
Hypersaline water kills sea grasses,
which have evolved to thrive in a brackish
mix of fresh- and saltwater. Dead grass
releases nutrients into the water, feeding
algae blooms that turn the water a sickly
turbid green. This shuts out the sunlight
needed by the sea grass, causing more
grass die-offs and more nutrient releases,
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which suck life-giving oxygen out of the
water. Shrimp, crabs, and other organisms
die or flee the suffering grass beds, and
without clean water and forage, the fish
disappear as well.
This cascading environmental damage became acute in the l980s. Whole
fisheries collapsed and millions of colorful, exotic wading birds disappeared. It
prompted efforts to put more freshwater
back into the Everglades, especially Everglades Park and Florida Bay. A full-scale
multibillion-dollar Everglades Restoration
Program was approved by the state and
federal governments in 1998. Known as
the Comprehensive Everglades Restoration Program (CERP), it has a simple
mantra—“get the water right.” But an unforeseen problem raised its head: years of
intensive agriculture and cattle operations
around Lake Okeechobee had filled it with
phosphorus to the tune of approximately
100 parts per billion (ppb). Water with
more than 10 ppb phosphorus triggers fundamental changes in the water chemistry
and vegetation of the Everglades. So, before water could be restored to the Glades,
the 100 ppb phosphorus level needed to
be reduced to 10 ppb or less—a difficult,
costly, and time-consuming process. The
federal government and the State of Florida entered into a binding legal agreement
to this effect, with the State responsible for
the water cleanup.
The bottom-line result of these restoration measures was to leave the Everglades and Florida Bay facing two waterrelated challenges. First, sufficient quantities of water need to be sent south from
Lake Okeechobee into the Everglades
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and into the Bay to keep it brackish, not
hypersaline. And the water must be able
to physically flow, miles wide and inches
deep, to Florida Bay. However, with miles
upon miles of dikes and canals, and the
Tamiami Trail highway (US 41) acting
as a dam, traditional Everglades “sheet
flow” is now impossible. The physical
changes necessary to send more water
flowing south in a natural manner are being made, but slowly. They may be completed by 2025. Second, the water must
meet the quality standard: 10 or fewer ppb

of phosphorus. Right now, there is simply
not enough “clean water” available to
significantly improve the water flows sent
south via the Glades to Florida Bay. The
State has “Restoration Strategies” to clean
up sufficient water, but they involve the
construction of 6,500 acres of new Stormwater Treatment Areas (STAs) with a total
price tag of $880 million (STAs store and
process water to remove phosphorus for
subsequent release into the Glades). If the
funding is in fact provided, restorationsize quantities of <10 ppb water should be
available in a decade.
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To add insult to injury, since the >10
ppb water may not be sent south without
violating the water-quality agreement,
and this water cannot be stored in Lake
Okeechobee because of its leaky dikes,
nearly 300 billion gallons of heavily phosphorus-laden water (the 100 ppb stuff) are
sluiced each year into the St. Lucie and
Caloosahatchee Rivers, causing havoc for
the fisheries of those systems.
The Florida Bay Problem
Being at the end of a largely empty pipe
is the Bay’s fundamental problem. With
historic water flows via the Everglades at
a trickle, local rainfall in southern Florida
is the Bay’s primary source of freshwater.
And when Mother Nature serves up a
drought period, the Bay suffers. That’s
happening now with hypersaline conditions afflicting significant areas and excessive nutrients impacting others with
sickly green algae blooms. As noted, these
conditions kill sea grass, deplete benthic
organisms, hurt fisheries, and wreak ecological havoc. From an angler’s perspective, this is bad news for the bonefish,
redfish, snook, tarpon, sea trout, snappers,
and groupers. The Feds recognize the
problem: Florida Bay’s water quality has
“moved farther from restoration targets
over the past four years.” (Corps Draft
Report, Oct. 2015, p. 23). In other words,
despite decades of Everglades restoration
work (mostly planning so far), the Bay
continues to decline and may be near the
point of no return. The agencies know that
a lot more water must come via the Everglades for the Bay to survive. Estimates
are that freshwater levels in the Shark
River must be raised a half foot or more to
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restore the Bay to its pre-drainage condition. Unfortunately, even full and immediate implementation of approved restoration projects will provide no more than 65
to 70 percent of natural water flows to the
Bay. That’s the price of having nearly six
million people residing in south Florida.
At this writing, some progress has
been made regarding the northeast corner
of Florida Bay. Fed by Taylor Slough, the
State accelerated its phase of the C-111
Canal Spreader project, completing construction in 2012, to keep more water in
the Slough flowing down to the Bay (the
old C-111 Canal diverted this precious
freshwater to the east). Injection of this
additional water temporarily improved the
Bay’s condition until the recent drought
wiped out these gains. These events are
clear evidence that restoration, at least in
part, can work, but the Bay remains highly
sensitive and fragile until more robust
restoration occurs. The Feds have responsibility for the next C-111 phase, with
construction slated to start in 2016 and full
operations (restored flows) unlikely until
2019.
The long-term solution for the Bay
is for much more water to flow through
the central Everglades into Shark River
Slough and into the Bay. Unfortunately
this part of the restoration has been the
slowest, held up for years by the water
cleanup limitations, resulting shortage of
sufficient water quantity to be sent to the
Glades, and lack of progress in eliminating the dikes, levees, canals, and highway
embankments that block more natural
water flow.
Continuing decline of the Bay and the
recent relapses demonstrate plainly that
time is of the essence. We cannot wait a
decade for the restoration projects to come
slowly online, as the Bay may well be
terminal by then. But what can be done in
the near term to help the Bay?
Action Options while
Waiting for Restoration
How can we get that vital water into Shark
River and Taylor Slough and into the Bay
soon, rather than waiting for the restoration projects to kick in five, 10, or more
years from now? Water not tainted by
phosphorus could be taken from agriculture or city/suburban users and sent to the
December 2015

Bay. But don’t bet on that happening. The
Feds are in no position to grab local water,
and elected Florida officials are unlikely
to support a scheme that deprives their
constituents of water or makes them find
costly replacement supplies. Plus, extracting groundwater for this purpose probably
would contribute to saltwater intrusion
into the drinking water supplies of Dade
and Monroe counties.
An “emergency idea” is to use
water now being thrown away—that
is, the heavily phosphorus-laden Lake
Okeechobee water sluiced down the Caloosahatchee and St. Lucie Rivers. This
would require relaxing, on a temporary
basis, the 10 ppb standard, enabling
the Lake Okeechobee water to be sent
south rather than east and west (where
it’s unwanted). The U.S. Army Corps of

Engineers and South Florida Water Management District have sufficient physical
control to assure that extra emergency
water can make it to the Bay, especially if
the two agencies have greater volumes of
water to manipulate.
But what are the consequences of
sending >10 ppb water into the Glades
versus the effects of continued dewatering
while waiting for sufficient <10 ppb to become available? This Hobson’s choice has
been discussed quietly for years ever since
it became clear that Lake Okeechobee
is loaded with “legacy phosphorus” and
cleanup is years in the future. The National Academy of Sciences (NAS) Everglades Committee openly discussed this
in its 2012 report. As noted above, even if
the State stays on track with its $880 million Restoration Strategies project, enough
<10 ppb water to achieve authorized res-
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toration will not become available for a
decade. Some have argued that accepting
“dirty” water in much larger quantities for
a short period is needed to stave off irreversible ecological damage caused by continuing to dry out the Glades. Proponents
argue that the adverse effects of the >10
ppb water will be limited. Others contend
that long periods of >10 ppb will cause
irreversible damage, albeit of a different
kind. So, which course of action is likely
to cause the most damage? The NAS
Committee noted that insufficient water
quantity appears to be the greater problem,
especially for critically endangered species such as the Everglades kite (a bird)
and Glades tree islands, which are facing
extirpation.
Having personally listened to, and
participated in, some of these discussions,
I am persuaded that continuing to dry out
the Glades, and thus causing more years
of hypersalinity and toxic algae blooms
in Florida Bay, is a greater environmental threat than accepting >10 ppb water
for some finite period. Yes, accepting
more phosphorus-laden water would create more cattail growth in the northern
Everglades—Water Conservation Areas
(WCA) 1 and 2—and impact native vegetation. But cattails extract phosphorus
from water, meaning that the water flowing south into WCA 3, Everglades Park,
and the Bay will likely be close (15 to 20
ppb) to the 10 ppb clean water restoration
standard. In essence, this approach would
treat the northern WCAs like STAs for
whatever temporary period the 10 ppb
standard is relaxed or suspended. I know
many will view this idea as pure heresy,
but I can think of no other practical way to
secure, in the near term, needed additional
quantities of water for the southern Glades
and the Bay.
Leadership Needed
It is going to take hands-on political
leadership to save Florida Bay and speed
up the effort to save the Everglades and
Everglades National Park. An occasional
speech or ribbon cutting won’t get it done.
If some temporary relaxation of the 10
ppb water-quality standard is needed to
get more water into the Glades and Florida
Bay, someone has to stick out his or her
neck to make it happen. Those who care
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about the Bay and the Glades, need to
tell elected and appointed officials—
clearly and emphatically—that more
water is needed now and prompt action
to make that happen cannot be delayed
further.—Bill Horn.
Editor Note: Bill Horn served as As-

sistant Secretary of the Interior for Fish,
Wildlife and Parks under President
Reagan and was part of the mid-80s
negotiations to secure more water for
Everglades National Park. For four years
(2007–2010) he served on the National
Academy of Sciences Committee for

the Independent Scientific Review of the
Everglades Restoration Progress contributing to the reports issued in 2008 and
2010. A resident of the Florida Keys,
he is also the author of Seasons of the
Flats: An Angler’s Year in the Florida
Keys.
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CUBAN FLY FISHERS
Your dream just came true...

CUBA IS OPEN AT LAST!

Anytime Anywhere

The new pristine destination for Bonefish, Permit
and Tarpon. Come before everyone comes! We are
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Native New Orleans
Fly Fishing!

Specializing in fly fishing,
catch and release. Accommodations for up
to eight guests.

Award winning, ORVIS Endorsed, Stonefly Lodge in the South Island is located in the heart of brown trout heaven!
4WD to dozens of wild crystal clear rivers or heli-fish to pristine remote backcountry streams with our expert guides.
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• Captain Kenny Ensminger •
• Tel: 504-427-8396 •
• E-mail: kje24@live.com •
• www.nativeneworleansflyfishing.
com •
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in Alaska and 23 years in Kamchatka, Russia. Rafting
and Fishing — Wild and Scenic Rivers.
Ouzel Expeditions Incorporated
Paul and Sharon Allred
P.O. Box 935, Girdwood, AK 99587
800-825-8196, www.ouzel.com,
E-mail: paul@ouzelexpeditions.com
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